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IAIS : a global standard setting body
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 Established in 1994, 

 A voluntary membership organization of insurance supervisors and regulators from more than 200 
jurisdictions, constituting 97% of the world's insurance premiums. 

 International standard setting body responsible for developing principles, standards and other supporting 
material for the supervision of the insurance sector and assisting in their implementation. 

 Provides a forum for Members to share experiences on insurance supervision and insurance markets. 

Mission:  

Promote effective and globally consistent supervision of the insurance industry in
order to develop and maintain fair, safe and stable insurance markets for the benefit
and protection of policyholders and to contribute to global financial stability.



IAIS : a global standard setting body

• Tools : 

• Insurance Core Principles (ICPs) : provide a globally accepted framework for the supervision of the insurance 

sector. ICPs prescribe the essential elements that must be present in the supervisory regime in order to promote a 

financially sound insurance sector and provide an adequate level of policyholder protection. 

• Guidance material provides detail on how to implement an ICP statement or standard. Guidance material does 

not prescribe new requirements but describes what is meant by the ICP statement or standard and, where 

possible, provides examples of ways to implement the requirements. Gguidance papers: identify issues, provide  

implementation advice, illustrations, recommendations or examples of good practice,

• IAIS papers on Fintech / Financial Inclusion :

o Application Paper in Regulation and Supervision of Inclusive Insurance Markets 2012: Scope for proportionate 

approach in accordance with nature, scale and complexity of risks; acknowledges unique features of the inclusive 

insurance market context

o Issues Paper on Conduct of Business in Inclusive Insurance Markets 2015: Digital technology identified as key 

conduct topic requiring further application guidance

o FinTech Developments in the Insurance Industry,  IAIS, MCWG, February 2017: 

o Application Paper on the Use of Digital in Financial Inclusion :This AP will address crucial role of new 

technologies in various stages of product life cycle and in value chain, regulatory considerations and risks to interest 

of policyholders
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Key developments in DFI 

• Digital technology helps make business models more inclusive, e.g.:
o Policy origination without face-to-face interaction

o Reduced distribution & premium collection costs whilst increased convenience for customer

o Claims lodging and settlement streamlined through mobile phones, sensors, big data 
analytics, smart contracts, etc.

• Digital technology impacts (inclusive) insurance value chain
• New players not traditionally from the insurance sphere, e.g. MNOs, TSPs

• Power balance away from insurer and conventional intermediaries
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Key developments in DFI (Implication for business models)
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Digital technology helps make business models more inclusive

• Improve operations  and reduce costs (Policy origination without face-to-face interaction, Reduced 
distribution & premium collection costs whilst increased convenience for customer, Claims lodging and 
settlement streamlined through mobile phones, sensors, big data analytics, smart contracts, etc.)

• Tailor offer to consumer needs : By applying sophisticated algorithms to big data, providers can better

understand and model the risk they are underwriting and be more efficient at product design, risk selection and 

premium pricing. Analysis of behavioural data can, amongst others, provide indicators of customers’ 
propensity to take up insurance offers and to continue paying premiums, resulting in improved targeting
of the sales and distribution effort – and therefore lower acquisition costs – as well as reduced churn. 
However, insurers may target their efforts and offer to consumer who have the potential for churning, 
leaving aside historical customers.

• Distribution costs can be brought down by embedding the insurance offering in the menu on the 
SIM/mobile phone. Products may be distributed entirely via mobile phones or online, from registration 
to administration, premium payment and claims payment.

• Technology can facilitate the lodging and processing of claims, for example where supporting
documentation such as photos are uploaded onto digital platforms to support the claims process. Big
data and blockchain can help speed up the process and reduce assessment costs by quickly identifying
fraudulent claims through better profiling and predictive modelling. Sensor and Wi-Fi technologies like
the Internet of Things can detect, amongst others, motion, sound, temperature, humidity and water 
presence to help verify claims, which reduces cost.



Key developments in DFI (Implication for regulators/supervisors)
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The application of digital technology gives rise to particular considerations for regulators and supervisors and 

may have various risk implications. 

• Some models push the boundaries of the definition of insurance or intermediary services. This requires an 

informed regulatory response. 

• Technology impacts the scope of existing insurance regulatory and supervisory frameworks, the nature of 

the insurance value chain, the parties involved and roles, and has implications for the jurisdiction of insurance 

supervisors. 

• The speed of technological innovation challenges existing regulatory and supervisory frameworks, as these

may not proactively provide for the new modalities, functions and roles – and with some of the roles traditionally

being provided by humans now becoming machine-based. 

• Outsourcing : longer value chain and new power relationships between insurers and other players (such as 

MNOs or payment service providers who convert airtime into premium payments) . Managing outsourcing and 

relative power relationships requires proactive engagement by the supervisor to ensure consumer protection.

• Implications for supervisors and regulators in terms of financial education

• Potential risks arising

• Some models challenge definition of “insurance” and “intermediary services”

• Speed of technological innovation challenges existing regulatory & supervisory frameworks 

• Need to accommodate & manage new players & power relationships 

• Various consumer protection risks arising, including Aggregator, Sales, Policy Awareness, Payment, 

and Post-sale risks.



Specificities of Inclusive markets
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Why digital 

technology 

specifically in 

inclusive 

insurance?

1. Introduction

2. Features of the Inclusive Insurance Market

3. Use of Digital Technology in Inclusive Insurance Markets

4. Impact on insurance business and risks

5. The Proportionate Application of the ICP  to Digital Inclusive Insurance

6. Conclusion

Technology & insurtech is a mainstream topic, but unique inclusive insurance 

considerations:

• Vulnerability of client enhances imperative for market conduct and consumer 

protection measures. 

• Regulatory capacity constraints and the pace of innovation create imperative for 

application guidance

Outline of the 

upcoming 

application 

paper

Premium deductions via airtime or mobile money wallets may be used to overcome
premium collection barriers.



Relevant ICPs
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ICP 1

Objectives, Powers and Responsibilities of the Supervisor 

The authority (or authorities) responsible for insurance 

supervision and the objectives of insurance supervision are 

clearly defined. 

Relevance for Application Paper on the Use of Digital Technology:

• The supervisor needs to have authority to extend its legal powers to 

non-financial companies like MNOs  that fulfil insurance value chain 

functions

• The supervisor’s staff needs to have access to skills and knowledge 

of technology used by supervised firms and of IT risk management

• If a supervisor involved third parties to carry out supervisory activities 

– for example EDP / IT audits – it needs to take adequate control 

measures and safeguard confidentiality 



Relevant ICPs
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Relevance for Application Paper on the Use of Digital 

Technology:

• Adequate exchange of information between involved supervisors 

needs to be arranged, in particular with telco regulators. 

ICP 3

Information Exchange and Confidentiality Requirements 

The supervisor exchanges information with other relevant 

supervisors and authorities subject to confidentiality, purpose 

and use requirements. 



Relevant ICPs
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ICP 4

Licensing 
A legal entity which intends to engage in insurance activities must be 
licensed before it can operate within a jurisdiction. The requirements 
and procedures for licensing must be clear, objective and public, and be 
consistently applied. 

Relevance for Application Paper on the Use of Digital Technology:
• Different requirements, conditions and restrictions might be 

appropriate proportionate to the complexity and risk involved in 
the use of digital technology, and for different types of insurance 
value chain players.



Relevant ICPs
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ICP  8

Risk management and internal controls
The supervisor requires an insurer to have, as part of its overall 
corporate governance framework, effective systems of risk 
management and internal controls, including effective functions for risk 
management, compliance, actuarial matters and internal audit.

Relevance for Application Paper on the Use of Digital Technology:
• Risk management and internal audit need to be adequate for the IT 

environment and business processes.
• Outsourcing of IT processes needs to be properly managed and 

controlled.



Relevant ICPs
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ICP 19

Conduct of Business 
The supervisor sets requirements for the conduct of the business of 
insurance to ensure customers are treated fairly, both before a contract 
is entered into and through to the point at which all obligations under a 
contract have been satisfied. 

Relevance for Application Paper on the Use of Digital Technology:
• Unique requirements and oversight from conduct of business 

perspective. 
• Focus on digitalisation / cross-reference with Issues Paper on 

Conduct of Business in Inclusive Insurance and draft Application 
paper on Product Oversight in Inclusive Insurance. 



Relevant ICPs
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ICP 18

Intermediaries
The supervisor sets and enforces requirements for the conduct of 
insurance intermediaries, to ensure that they conduct business in a 
professional and transparent manner.

Relevance for Application Paper on the Use of Digital Technology:
• Requirements and oversight of intermediaries and other parties 

such as aggregators - in particular MNOs – from conduct of 
business perspective. 

• Requirements in respect of mobile wallets …



Supervision: powers, resources and exchange of information
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• The supervisor needs to have authority to extend its supervisory powers to operators like MNOs, TSPs and other 

entities that fulfil functions in the insurance value chain, but are not conventional insurance intermediaries. The insurance supervisor will 

need the power and authority for oversight and intervention also when business processes and activities have been outsourced.

• Adequate exchange of information between supervisors needs to be arranged in particular between insurance supervisors 

and telecom regulators;

• On- and off site monitoring by the supervisor needs to cater for the complexity and risk involved in IT processes;

• The supervisor’s staff needs to have adequate skills and knowledge of technology used by supervised firms and of IT 

risk management to oversee and intervene in business  processes involving IT;



Licensing 
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• Conduct of insurance business is subject to licensing, authorisation or registration (Additional requirements, conditions 

and restrictions may be appropriate proportionate to the complexity and risk involved in the use of digital technology). A jurisdiction controls 

through licensing which entities are allowed to conduct insurance activities within its jurisdiction. In some cases, mobile insurance or digital 

inclusive insurance may be considered as a new line or class of insurance, subject to supplemental licensing requirement. 

• The insurance legislation should include a definition of insurance activities which are subject to licensing and prohibits 

unauthorised insurance activities. Supervisory action should apply at either the entity level or individual level, as appropriate. It may be corrective 

or involve sanctions.

• licensing requirements should be publicly available and easily accessible. 

• Insurance intermediaries licensed should be subject to ongoing supervisory review.  



Corporate governance and risk management
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Insurers need to establish and implement a governance framework which provides for sound 

and prudent management. 

• This includes : 

• adequate level of IT related competence within the Board and management;

• financial soundness and integrity of  significant Owners possess the necessary 

• Internal governance practices, internal controls and risk management should cover technical processes, 

including safeguarding cyber security;

• The supervisor exchanges information with other authorities such as the telecom regulator inside and outside its 

jurisdiction where necessary to consider the nature of the relationship with the MNO or the TSP as potential significant owner to 

check for example whether there is no conflict of interest in the business of the MNO or the TSP and that of the insurer.



Conduct of Business 
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• Insurers and intermediaries need to treat customers fairly, both before a contract is entered into and through to the point 

at which all obligations under a contract have been satisfied. The use of IT systems and digital processes has a specific impact on the 

engagement with customers and the extent in which they are treated fairly. It has consequences for the level of disclosure and information 

necessary to provide the customers with a proper understanding of its commitments and entitlement, the practical operations of IT devices 

and knowledge of basic safeguards against misuse by others.

• regulatory framework should not prevent innovation and finally harms the customer, instead of promoting 

effective access to insurance. 

• the supervisor should  ensure that intermediaries are effectively supervised, regardless of the approach. 

• the supervisor requires insurance intermediaries to disclose to customers, at a minimum: the terms and conditions of 

business between themselves and the customer, the relationship they have with the insurers with whom they deal and information on the 

basis on which they are remunerated where a potential conflict of interest exists.



Financial soundness and financial integrity
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• Insurers and intermediaries are required to take effective measures to address risks : The use of digital technology 

may increase the vulnerability of insurers and customers of fraud and money laundering / terrorist financing. 

• The supervisor requires an insurance intermediary who handles client monies to have sufficient safeguards 

in place to protect these funds.   The intermediary should be expected to have adequate policies and procedures in place for the

safeguarding of funds in the interests of their customers. 



CONCLUSION
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 Things are moving quicker than ever

 All stakeholders should be prepared to anticipate or react rapidly

 Policymakers/supervisors should be prepared to avoid a systemic failure

 Policymakers/supervisors should facilitate and secure of the whole ecosystem
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